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CHINA RISE SYNDROMES? DRAFTING NATIONAL 
SCHOOLS OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN ASIA

Chih-Yu Shih

Given the abundant literature on the 

advantages and disadvantages of having an 

IR theory with Chinese characteristics at 

the national and international level, a much 

broader range of reflections on other Asian 

possibilities has been largely ignored. The 

quest for national school of internation-

al relations is nonetheless a China rise syn-

drome. This is both because the quest for 

Chinese IR demonstrates the possibility of 

non-Western self-understanding and be-

cause other Asian nations likewise want to 

preserve self-understandings outside rising 

China. This paper will sketch a few select-

ed perspectives that arise from surround-

ing communities, incorporating Indian, 

Australian, Korean, Taiwanese, Australian, 

Southeast Asian, and Japanese sources. This 

way, theorizing international relations un-

der the circumstance of China’s rise is more 

a process of breaking the monopoly of Eu-

ropean and North American IR and Chi-

nese counter-IR to open up endless oppor-

tunities for learning as well as self-searching.

The Quest for Asian Schools 
of International Relations

The quest for a place for one’s own na-

tion does not belong exclusively to a ris-

ing power. Asian intellectuals aspire for in-

digenous schools of international relations 

(IR) that reflect their historical experienc-

es and implicate on plausible international 

norms for a considerably wider audience1. 

1 Acharya A., Buzan B. Why Is There No Non-
Western International Relations Theory? // 

The quest for an indigenous school of IR 

in East Asian communities traces its origin 

to the English School, which conceives of 

international relations as “society” in op-

position to “system” in American IR lit-

erature2. For other indigenous schools of 

IR, the task is to demonstrate the existence 

of different kinds of societal norms other 

than English anarchy or natural law, such 

as Chinese all-under-heaven, Japanese 

Asianism, Indian non-alignment, British/

Australian Commonwealth, Korean civ-

ilizational in-betweenness, or Taiwanese 

non-sovereign agency, to name a few. 

Indigenous schools of IR have two 

sources. The English School is the ex-

ternal force behind the promotion of 

Asian IRs. Indeed, societal norms differ-

ent from those European notions of natu-

ral law that inform foreign policy behavior 

can enrich the English School epistemol-

ogy. The other force, which is internal, 

is the national aspiration for representa-

tion in the age of global politics. This has 

been present since the age of imperialism, 

reinforced in the post-Cold War world 

by the postmodern call for multicultura-

lism. 

Methodologically, Asia can achieve 

equality in status through the formation 

of Asian Schools of IR in three ways; epis-

temologically, however, each could back-

International Relations of the Asia-Pacific. 2007. 
Vol. 7. P. 287–312.

2 Little R. The English School’s Contribution to 
the Study of International Relations // European 
Journal of International Relations. 2000. 6, 3.
P. 395–422.
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fire3. First, Asia has subscribed to the same 

IR principles for a considerably longer 

time since, for example, the Chinese Zhou 

dynasty, known as the Spring-Autumn and 

the Warring periods in row4. However, this 

would mean that Asian history is cyclical/

repetitive rather than linear/progressive. 

Second, Asia subscribes to a completely 

different ontological order that is strange to 

Western history, Confucianism and Bud-

dhism being two conspicuous candidates5. 

However, this would mean exclusion of 

Asia from modernist teleology. Third, in 

between the first two, Asian states learn to 

be the modern nation-state abiding by the 

IR theory but read considerably deeper and 

richer meanings in accordance with their 

own culture6. However, this would mean 

Asia’s perpetual alterity.

The following discussion will survey 

samples of societal norms in the literature 

that are extant explicitly as well implicit-

ly plausible candidates for a different IR 

perspective that cannot be easily reduced 

3 Cho, Young Chul. Recent Discourses on 
Constructing a Korean National School of IR: 
A Reality Check // Re-examination of Non-
Western International Relations Theories (Kyoto 
Working Paper on Area Studies 118 [G-COE 
Series 116]) / eds. Shiro Sato, Ikeda Josuke, 
Ching-Chanh Chen, and Young Chul Cho. 
Kyoto: Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto 
University, 2011. P. 66–94.

4 Hui V.T. War and State Formation in Ancient 
China and Early Modern Europe. Cambridge 
University Press, 2005 ; Ng-Quinn M. China 
and International Systems: History, Structures, 
Processes. Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of 
Government, Harvard University, 1978.

5 Kang D. East Asia Before the West: Five 
Centuries of Trade and Tribute. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2010 ; Tan Ch., 
Uberoi P. The Rise of Asian Giants: The Dragon-
Elephant Tango. New Delhi : Anthem Press, 
2009.

6 Agathangelou A.M., Ling L.H.M. Transforming 
World Politics: From Empire to Multiple Worlds. 
London : Routledge, 2009 ; Shih Ch. Navigating 
Sovereignty: World Politics Lost in China. 
London : Palgrave, 2003.

to Western ontology of states. The chapter 

searches for narrative candidates for in-

digenous Asian Schools of IR, including 

both the contentious Chinese and Japa-

nese alternatives and the non-resistant In-

dian, Australian, Korean, and Taiwanese 

alternatives to demonstrate plausibility, 

however weak, in the conceptualization of 

Asian Schools of IR and how they allude 

to a universal IR. 

Chinese IR as a Response 
to China Rising

Faced with the nascent image of Chi-

na rising, Chinese intellectuals cannot 

help but seriously consider and articulate-

ly assert China’s role in international re-

lations. A shared appeal to civilizational 

identity comes to their rescue as they seek 

meaning in international relations for the 

future as well as the past. The two most 

noteworthy attempts to find this mean-

ing that have attracted widespread curios-

ity and provoked enormous anxiety among 

the international relations (IR) commu-

nities of Europe and North America are 

those of Yan Xuetong7 and Zhao Tin-

gyang8, both find hierarchy instead of bal-

ance of power among equals a more plau-

sible order of international relations. In 

contrast, a less estranging reinterpretation 

7 Yan Xuetong. Ancient Chinese Thought and 
Modern Chinese Power / ed. Daniel Bell and 
Zhe Sun. Trans. Edmund Ryden. Princeton : 
Princeton University Press, 2011 ; Paltiel J. 
Constructing Global Order with Chinese 
Characteristics: Yan Xuetong and the Pre-Qin 
Response to International Anarchy // Chinese 
Journal of International Politics. 2011. 4, 4. 
P. 375–403.

8 Zhao Tingyang. A Political World Philosophy 
in Terms of All-Under-Heaven (Tian-xia) // 
Diogenes. 2009. 56, no.1 (February): 5–18 ; Zhao 
Tingyang. Rethinking Empire from a Chinese 
Concept ‘All-under-Heaven’ (Tian-xia) // Social 
Identities. 2006. 12, no. 1 (January). P. 29–41.
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that wins attention shows in Qin Yaqing’s9 

stress on relational governance in Chinese 

international relations. 

Recognition is still a purpose of Yan’s 

endeavors but the mood is one of resis-

tance in all three. Yan represents a kind 

of scientific antagonism when he con-

tends that, historically, IR reality has al-

ways been hierarchical; thus, the princi-

ple of balance of power among equals that 

has prevailed over two centuries is no more 

than a myth. He uses Chinese historical 

records to demonstrate such a Realist hi-

erarchy, relying specifically on the Legal-

ist tradition. In comparison, Zhao tries to 

prescribe for the world a romantic philos-

ophy of tianxia, one that is embedded in 

Taoist and Confucian teachings and which 

requires no more than a change of cog-

nitive perspective — albeit an unrealistic 

one — in order for international relations 

to be characterized by peace and harmony. 

Qin, instead, stresses difference between 

relationality and rationality without call-

ing for a threatening re-ordering of entire 

international relations.

Yan relies on the alleged normalcy of 

hierarchy to explain away the image of the 

China threat conjured up by China’s rap-

idly expanding influence in internation-

al relations. The balance of power among 

alleged equals is a disguised conspiracy 

to legitimate American hierarchy, where-

as Chinese hierarchy is epistemologically 

a hidden plea for China’s equality. Thus, 

Yan uses civilizational resources to ne-

gotiate for China’s equal status as a na-

tion. His hierarchy appears polemical in 

terms of how many hierarchies there are 

9 Qin Yaqin. Rule, Rules, and Relations: Towards 
a Synthetic Approach to Governance // Chinese 
Journal of International Politics. 2011. 4, 2. 
P. 117–145.

or whose hierarchy is negotiable. Zhao’s 

tianxia, in contrast, transcends the dichot-

omy of hierarchy vs. equality, but never-

theless philosophizes everyone into a self-

content worldview, which is presumably 

all-encompassing, nonnegotiable, and 

even disciplinary. There is, however, a la-

cuna in the tianxia philosophy that can 

make sense of prevailing violence, histor-

ically as well as practically, in Chinese in-

ternational relations.

Given that all three writers are exten-

sively studied and cited elsewhere, it is on-

ly necessary to point out the civilizational 

ironies in their works before moving on to 

reflections based on other Asian thoughts. 

First of all, their IR theorization is, at the 

same time, counter-IR. For example, ap-

propriating Chinese cultural resources for 

use in contemporary international rela-

tions testifies to the persistence of civili-

zational, hence nonrational, components 

in Chinese nation building. Nonetheless, 

they intellectually Sinicize IR theoriza-

tion in contrasting manners.

Non-resistant Possibilities:
 India, Australia, Korea, the ASEAN, 

and Taiwan

Transcending Civilizations 
as Plausible Indian School of IR

India is a multicultural state. Its trans-

formation into a representative of Hindu-

ism and a nation-state is in itself a colonial 

device10. Seeking independence from the 

United Kingdom by India was simultane-

ously a process of nation-building and one 

of state-building. To transcend different re-

ligions, languages, and cultures is the func-

10 Zaehner R.C. Hinduism. New York : Oxford 
University Press, 1962. P. 1–13.
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tion of Hinduism and the Indian national 

state11. In light of this need for transcendence 

over differences, the ontological mutual ex-

clusion of one nation-state against another is 

therefore opposite to India’s ontology of be-

coming a nation-state. In short, coexistence 

of multiple religions, languages, and ethnic-

ities alludes to anything but anarchy. Note 

that English, imposed by the British colonial 

force, was not resented but adopted in the 

process of nation and state building. 

The spirit of transcendence that in-

forms the plausible Indian School of IR re-

fers specifically to the ability to transcend 

binary thinking embedded in the self-Oth-

er relationship in current IR literature12. In 

fact, Rabindranath Tagore (1861–1941) 

who inspired followers all over the world 

specifically treated each individual as the 

meeting place of civilizations where spir-

itual transcendence should occur13. In 

short, transcendence does not take the 

transformation of existing civilizations as 

its mission. He abhorred violence associat-

ed with the modern nationalist movement. 

For Tagore, differences among groups al-

ways exist and yet transcendence is always 

possible through a higher or more abstract 

level of inner communication14. In addi-

11 Nandy A. The Intimate Enemy. New Delhi : 
Oxford University Press, 1983.

12 Behera N.Ch. Re-imagining IR in India // 
International Relations of the Asia-Pacific. 2007. 
7 (August). P. 341–368.

13 Hwang Wei-lin. Civilizational Differences and 
Modernity: Rabindranath Tagore’s Political 
Ideals and His Perspective on Chinese Civilization 
(wenming chayi yu xiandaixing: taigeer de 
zhengzhi lixiang ji qi dui zhongguo wenming de 
qipan). Taipei: The Research and Educational 
Center for China Studies and Cross Taiwan-Strait 
Relations, Department of Political Science, 
National Taiwan University, 2010 ; Yin Xinan. 
Tagore in the Perspective of World Civilization 
(shijie wenming shiye zhong de taigeer). Chengdu : 
Bashu Book Society, 2003.

14 Tagore R. Towards Universal Man. New York : 
Asia Publishing House, 1961. P. 61–63.

tion, he cherished India’s unique histori-

cal experience as an exporter of Buddhism 

to China and Japan, positioning it in the 

place of civilizational origin. The traveling 

of Buddhism likewise resonates with cycli-

cal historiography familiar to many an In-

dian religious belief. Subscribers to such a 

belief are usually patient with predicament, 

which is presumably at best transient by 

nature and therefore worth no immediate 

confrontation.

Tagore’s preaching was different from 

Nishida’s, to the extent that the former 

requires mediation to achieve transcen-

dence while the latter appeared to rely 

on discursive reinterpretation. Mahandas 

Gandhi (1869–1948) desired transcen-

dence over civilizational divisions as well. 

Nevertheless, Gandhi, who answered the 

call of Indian nationalism, stressed group 

togetherness more than individual tran-

scendence15. For Gandhi, immediate pol-

itics must be addressed and enemies must 

be faced. The subsequent nation-build-

ing compelled Jawaharlal Nehru (1889–

1964), who inherited wisdom from both 

Tagore and Ghandi, to shift between civi-

lizational and nationalist inspirations.

The Indian School of IR is plausible be-

tween two seemingly contradictive tenden-

cies: a long-term, cyclical, historical view 

that sees mutual exchanges and learning 

among civilizations natural and beneficial, 

so that short-run nationalism at the expense 

of individual free will does not matter ulti-

mately16; and a short-term, calculative, sus-

picious mode of thinking associated with 

India’s immediate place in international re-

lations, which is inferior. Short-run oppor-

15 Gupta K.S. The Philosophy of Rabindranath 
Tagore. Surrey : Ashgate, 2004.

16 Nandy A. The Illegitimacy of Nationalism: 
Rabindranath Tagore and the politics of self. New 
Delhi : Oxford University Press, 1994.
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tunism, usually understood in terms of na-

tional interests, or occasional suspicion that 

others — especially China — look down 

upon India may continue to prevail in any 

specific context. It is this kind of IR that 

renders the desire for transcendence inex-

pressible in current IR literature.

The mix of long-term, macro-lev-

el transcendence and short-term, mi-

cro-level maneuvering contributed to IR 

theorization in a unique manner. The 

non-alignment movement is one such 

benchmark of the Indian School of IR17. 

Nehru’s non-alignment was unlike Mao 

Zedong’s Three Worlds theory, which 

aimed at overthrowing imperialist rule by 

superpowers. The non-alignment call had 

no such ambition. Instead, it sought to 

create new space where superpower con-

frontation could be neutralized. Nehru, 

unfortunately, allowed suspicion to grow 

over Tibet and the Sino-Indian border dis-

pute without any desire or even expecta-

tion that confrontation would escalate in-

to a border clash. In Nehru’s much deeper 

assumption of civilizational amicability, 

India was not prepared for defeat as it was 

never prepared for war with China18.

Deconstructing Civilizations 
as Plausible Australian School of IR

Australia began as a settler’s colony 

that received criminals from Great Brit-

ain. Two concerns dominated Austra-

lian IR at its origin. The first concern was 

17 Pande D.C. India’s Foreign Policy as an Exercise 
in Non-alignment: Nehru-Indira Period, 1946–
1976. Kanpur : Gyanodaya Prakashan, 1988.

18 Ibid ; Deshingkar G. The Nehru Years Revisited // 
Across the Himalayan Gap: An Indian Quest 
for Understanding China / ed. by Chung Tan. 
New Delhi : Gyan Pub. House, Indira Gandhi 
National Centre for the Arts, 1998.

about its relationship with Great Britain, 

particularly the extent to which it should 

identify with the Commonwealth19. There 

was a racist element to prevent the Chi-

nese, Japanese, and other Asians from in-

vading Australian society20. During the 

Second World War, departure from British 

national interest concerns finalized Aus-

tralia’s independent identity. Later, an-

other decision to enhance its global com-

position was formulated and subsequent 

immigration policy witnessed reversion to 

an open door policy21. Australia has since 

welcomed Asians to join its national de-

velopment. 

From being a member of the Brit-

ish Commonwealth, Australia has trans-

formed into a different commonwealth. 

Not only do Asian immigrants constitute 

a significant portion of the new Austra-

lian labor force, the academic communi-

ty similarly recruits Asian scholars along 

with their European counterparts. It is not 

exaggerating to say that the Australian in-

tellectual establishment resembles a kind 

of commonwealth to the effect that North 

American disciplinary methodology has 

no monopoly in Australian social sciences 

and humanities. Though realism and ra-

tionalism continue to preoccupy IR schol-

ars’ attention in Australia, a plausible Aus-

tralian School of IR has emerged as well. 

Recognizing local differences and read-

ing agency into local communities are im-

portant features in contemporary Austra-

19 Cotton J. Realism, Rationalism, Race: On 
the Early International Relation Discipline in 
Australia // International Studies Quarterly. 
2009. 53, 3. P. 627–647.

20 Fitzgerald J. Big White Lie: Chinese Australians 
and White Australia. Sydney : University of New 
South Wales Press, 2007.

21 Moran A. Australia: Nation, Belonging and 
Globalization (Global Realities). London : 
Routledge, 2004.
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lian scholarship. Nation-states composed 

of contemporary international relations 

are themselves composed of sub-national 

groups; participation of each in world pol-

itics is worth independent attention.

Similar to the global constitution of 

Australian society that directs one’s atten-

tion to the subjectivity and agency of its 

constituting parts — be they aboriginals, 

immigrants, or diasporas — Australian IR 

can attend to the constituting parts of oth-

er nation-states22. One can use the Com-

monwealth or Continental consciousness 

as a metaphor for the Australian School 

of IR. A continent is presumably com-

posed of many different kinds of typogra-

phy, such as deserts, mountains, valleys, 

lakes, rivers, woods, plateaus, prairies, and 

so on. Collectively, though, they belong to 

the same continent. Members of the Com-

monwealth share little cultural, geograph-

ical, or ethnic similarities, but nonetheless 

identify with a common head. By treating 

other nation-states each as a common-

wealth, Australian IR can pay particular 

attention to the survival, welfare, ecology, 

and adaptation at levels considerably low-

er than nation-state, and yet acknowledge 

that they belong to the nation-state. This 

is particularly clear in studies on China23.

22 Wang Gungwu. Community and Nation: Essays 
on Southeast Asia and the Chinese. Singapore: 
Heinemann Education Books, 1981 ; Dening G. 
Beach Crossing: Voyaging Across Time, Cultures 
and Self. Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2004 ; Barme G. On New Sinology. The 
China Heritage Center. URL: http://rspas.anu.
edu.au/pah/chinaheritageproject/newsinology/
index.php, accessed March 21, 2010.

23 Hendrischke H. The Political Economy 
of China’s Provinces:  Competitive and 
Comparative Advantage. London : Routledge, 
1999 ; Edwards L., Roces M. Women’s Suffrage 
in Asia: Gender, Nationalism and Democracy. 
London : Routledge, 2004 ; He Baogang. 
Transnational Civil Society and the National 
Identity Question in East Asia // Global 
Governance. 2005. 10, 2. P. 227–246 ; Hillman B. 

On the one hand, this commonwealth 

approach deconstructs nation-states in-

to various local and group agencies. On 

the other hand, it is sheer recognition of 

their individualized subjectivities instead 

of any additional motive either to col-

lect and then rearrange these constituting 

parts into a GEACS in the case of prewar 

Japan or to reduce them to sheer con-

firming cases of a certain universal social 

science law, as in the case of North Amer-

ica. In short, subnational groups are both 

international actors and integral parts of 

a nation. A certain kind of liberal inter-

ventionism may emerge. Moreover, Aus-

tralian IR can benefit from comparative 

scholarship especially through Southeast 

Asian studies or Chinese studies24. These 

are sites where diasporic communities as 

well as ethnic components of society con-

stitute agencies that have universal im-

plications to both global civil transac-

tions and regional international relations 

at all levels. 

Monasticism and the Local State: Autonomy 
and Authority in a Tibetan Prefecture // 
The China Journal. 2005. No. 54. P. 22–52 ; 
Goodman D. China Deconstructs: Politics, 
Trade and Regionalism. Oxford : Taylor & 
Francis, 2007 ; Mackerras C. China, Xinjiang 
and Central Asia: History, Transition and 
Crossborder Interaction into the 21st Century. 
Oxford : Taylor & Francis, 2009.

24 Tseng Yen-chung. Away from Centrism: Jonathan 
Unger, Baogang He and the Multople Agendas 
of Australia’s China Studies (aozhou zhongguo 
yanjiu de duoyanxing: yi ange ji he baogang 
de xuexi lichen wei li). Taipei : The Research 
and Educational Center for China Studies and 
Cross Taiwan-Strait Relations, Department of 
Political Science, National Taiwan University, 
2010 ; Chen Tzu-chieh, Yun-chan Wu. China 
Studies from South: A Study of John Fitzgerald 
and Contemporary Australian China Studies 
(nanfang zhongguo xue: fei yuhan yu dandai 
aozhou tese de zhongguo yanjiu). Taipei : The 
Research and Educational Center for China 
Studies and Cross Taiwan-Strait Relations, 
Department of Political Science, National 
Taiwan University, 2010.
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Bridging Civilizations 
as a Plausible Korean School of IR

Korea is a nation-state that seats ma-

ny civilizational divides — between so-

cialism and capitalism, China and Japan, 

East and West, China and the US, and so 

on25. South Korea has a rich religious res-

ervoir, including traditional Buddhism 

and imported Christianity. The latter is 

more popular in Korea than in any oth-

er Asian state. Korean society is extreme-

ly alerted to development in the US. It re-

lies on the stationing of American troops 

to defend it from a potential attack by 

North Korea. Korean academics consis-

tently rely on American schools for high-

er education as well as for importation of 

theories. 

The unification issue is high on Ko-

rea’s agenda. As it seats all kinds of civili-

zational division and North Korea appears 

mystifying to the international relations 

theorists, sovereign unification is not al-

lowed by superpowers26. In addition, any 

unification scheme outside of the real-

ist range will immediately allude to civi-

lizational division that will ruin the status 

quo of sovereign order desired by the he-

gemonic US. To assert its status and re-

flect on the exclusive reliance on the US 

for both political and intellectual sup-

port is not just a Korean phenomenon. 

This provides a base for universal theo-

retical implication. In fact, nascent calls 

for Korean School of IR attract consid-

25 Kim M., Hodges H.J. Korea as a Clashpoint 
of Civilizations // Korea Observer. 2006. 37, 3 
(Autumn). P. 513–545.

26 Kim S. The International Relations of Northeast 
Asia. Lanham, MD. : Roman & Littlefield, 2003 ; 
Kim S. North Korean Foreign Relations in 
the Post-Cold War World: Demystifying North 
Korea. Carlisle, PA : Strategic Studies Institute 
U.S. Army War Co, 2007.

erable attention indeed27. This attempt at 

the Korean IR should explore possibili-

ties outside of American theories, deviate 

from the footprint of the English School 

to make special contribution to IR theori-

zation, and cope with the unique security 

challenge that involves complicated civili-

zational politics. 

The plausible Korean School of IR 

can begin with the unification issue. To 

devise a non-sovereign unification pro-

gram creatively can avoid the dissolution 

of either Korean nation-state. Unifica-

tion otherwise would be a threat to all ma-

jor powers. More importantly, bridging 

civilizations through the Korean nation-

al question will make a unique contribu-

tion. Korea has a rich reservoir of histori-

cal contacts with major powers, including 

China, Japan, and contemporary US. For 

IR theorists28, Korea can fare best by be-

27 Choi A. Future Tasks for International Relations 
Theorizing in South Korea. URL: http://docs.
google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:UYqnk3tZ
ZBQJ:www.kaisnet.or.kr/board09/download.
asp%3Fidx%3D268+Future+Tasks+for+Int
ernational+Relations+Theorizing+in+South
+Korea&hl=zh-TW&gl=us&pid=bl&srcid=
ADGEESgHYA2eXp4xpbNtGRTGRENVU
lzINzR-C998btW-oRNp7-0mmermUDvIK
szLKWXVp3M27s3g3pQ2I17r83_SEyOqW
hGvwhxbAyPfdpnM8AWGk1OPRmuRKx-
mJqBp3c_RZ02iBb8m&sig=AHIEtbQoRk0Y
AYH9TNpiuotOVdAf9-ONFg accessed March 
30, 2010 ; Chun Ch. Future Tasks for Developing 
the Field of International Relations in South 
Korea // The Korean Journal of International 
Relations. 2007. 46. P. 227–249 ; Min B.W. 
International Relations Theories and Korea // 
The Korean Journal of International Relations. 
2007. 46. P. 37–66 ; Kook K.H., Young Ch.Yu. 
International Relations Studies in Korea: 
Retrospects and Prospects // Pacific Focus. 2009. 
24, 2 (December). P. 402–421.

28 Ku D. Korean International Relations in 
the Colonial  Period and the Question 
of Independence // Korea Journal. 1998. 
4 (Winter). P. 90–129 ; Cha V. Alignment Despite 
Antagonism: The United States-Korea-Japan 
Security Triangle. Stanford : Stanford University 
Press, 1999 ; Kang D. China Rising: Peace, Power 
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ing either a balancer or medium among a 

limited number of national actors, hence 

minilateralism. Korea will be reduced to 

China’s protectorate and in fact a sub-

ordinate in the tribute system without 

such minilateral platforms. Alternative-

ly, successful minilateralism can become 

a model to resolve confrontation of vari-

ous sorts29, which Korea has experienced 

through its position on those civilization-

al divides. 

Since current IR theories as well as 

their East Asian derivatives appear to con-

centrate on theorizing major powers’ poli-

cy behavior, Korean IR in a way can break 

up the hierarchy of big and small pow-

ers. Korean IR can focus on the civiliza-

tional implications of the Korean unifica-

tion issue and therefore take advantage of 

its seemingly middle power status. Recent 

research has turned to the historical pos-

sibility, though, that Korea and China ac-

tually can be equal in the tribute system30. 

In front of civilizational divides and the 

attempt at bridging civilizations, nation-

states are not differentiated exclusively by 

their power status. The Korean nation-

al question answers directly to the Asian 

puzzle of whether or not nation-states are 

civilizational instruments or ontology of 

IR as social science theorists believe.

and Order in East Asia. New York : Columbia 
University Press, 2007.

29 Nam Ch. Relocating the U.S. Forces on the 
Korean Peninsula: Strained Alliance and 
Emerging Partnership in the Changing Defense 
Posture. Presented at the annual meeting of 
the International Studies Association, Hilton 
Hawaiian Village, Honolulu, Hawaii (March 5, 
2005). URL: http://www.allacademic.com/
meta/p71260_index.html accessed on March 
30, 2010.

30 Chun H. Some Notes on the History of the Sino-
Korean Relationship (Hankook gwa Jungkook: 
Han-Jung gwangyesa doroneui ilcheok) // 
Dongbanghakji. 1968. 9. P. 1–19.

Appropriating Civilizations 
as a Plausible Taiwanese School of IR

Different political regimes have tak-

en turns to rule Taiwan over a range of 

300 years, including European, Man-

churian, and Japanese forces. The island 

was returned to China after Japan’s de-

feat in 1945, but became the base of Chi-

nese nationalists fleeing from their defeat 

in the Chinese Civil War in 1949. Taiwan 

was particularly torn between Japan and 

China during Japanese colonial rule and 

the ensuing period31. Pro-independence 

forces rely heavily on support from Japan 

and the US. Its political leaders careful-

ly watch regional powers to position Tai-

wan. On the one hand, the island gov-

ernment struggles to secure its place by 

attempting to be a strategic ally of any 

potential enemy of China. On the oth-

er hand, the socioeconomic relationship 

with the Chinese mainland is closer than 

any other nation-states. Taiwan’s contri-

bution to IR theorization may emerge in 

this irony. 

During the Cold War period, the 

concept of a bipolar system that suited 

the containment purpose was the pre-

vailing discourse in Taiwan. After the 

Cold War, the strategic triangle became 

the dominant approach to studying in-

teractions among Washington, Beijing, 

and Taipei. Note that the triangle ap-

proach ostensibly provides Taiwan with 

an equal footing relative to the other two 

that it would never enjoy due to its ex-

clusion from official international rela-

tions32. Taiwan’s mainstream IR at all 

31 Wu Cho-liu. The Asiatic Orphan (Yaxiya guer). 
Taipei : Grass Root Press, 1995.

32 Wang Yao-chun. Entering the Strategic Triangle: 
The International Theory That Identifies with 
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times mimics the development of Amer-

ican IR. In the recent decade, construc-

tivist arguments have emerged to explore 

the window of opportunity with China. 

However, behind these careful mimicries 

is a cynical view of IR, in the sense that 

IR theories are considered no more than 

an instrument to achieve Taiwan’s equal 

representation. Calls for Chinese social 

science methodology have emerged in 

the 1980s33, but never extended to inter-

national relations.

A plausible Taiwanese School of IR 

looms possible in this cynical view. Now 

that Taiwan has no representation in of-

ficial international relations, politics of 

representation shifts to arenas composed 

of identities other than sovereign nation-

states34. Taiwan could be a legitimate and 

equal participant in these nontraditional 

arenas. How to deconstruct the legitima-

cy of sovereign state and develop subjectiv-

ity for Taiwan in a different arena may be an 

alternative IR theorization35. For example, 

Taiwan (jinru zhanlue sanjiao: renting Taiwan de 
guoji zhengzhi xue). Taipei : Hanlu, 2005.

33 Yang Kuo-shu, Chung-i Wen . Contextualizing 
Social Behavioral Science Research for the 
Chinese Context (shehui xingwei kexue yanjiu de 
zhongguo hua). Taipei : Institute of Ethnology, 
Academia Sinica, 1982.

34 Song Kuo-cheng. Postcolonial Discourses: From 
Fanon to Said (houzhimin lunshu: cong fanon 
dao sayide). Taipei : Qinsong, 2003 ; Mo Tahua. 
Constructive International Relations Theory 
and Security Studies (jiangouzhuyi guojia guanxi 
lilun yu anquan yanjiu). Taipei : Shihying, 2003 ; 
Teng, Hsiu-lun. Women and the United Nation 
(nyuxing yu lianhe guo). Taipei : Yangchi, 2003 ; 
Hwang, Ching-Chane. “Mature Anarchy, 
Clash of Civilizations and Globalization: The 
Narrow Research Agendas of the Mainstream 
International Relations Theory” (chengshou 
wuzhengfu zhuangtai, wenming chongtulun yu 
quanqiuhua: zhuliu guoji guanxi lilun zhi pianxia 
yanjiu yichneg) // Cross and International Affairs 
Quarterly. 2005. 2, 1. P. 81–106.

35 Lin Hsuan-Hsiang Sean. Democracy, Teleology, 
and Regime Pluralism. Present at the conference 
on Democratizing International Relations: 

nascent interest in Asianism can decon-

struct pressure for reunification with Chi-

na to the extent that national unity has lit-

tle meaning to Asianism36. Others resort to 

Taiwan’s Confucian legacy, which is con-

siderably better preserved in comparison 

with China’s37. Still others raise multicul-

turalism or electoral democracy in Taiwan 

to demonstrate that it leads China in its civ-

ilizational development stage38.

To appropriate theories of any kind 

and represent a Taiwan distinctively apart 

from China is the major motivation behind 

the Taiwanese School of IR. This is simi-

lar to the Japanese world history stand-

point whereby all theoretical situations 

are at best a temporary site of commu-

nication. However, in the place of noth-

ingness, one is supposedly free, universal, 

and full of agency in facilitating reentry at 

will. Taiwan has no such power to deter-

mine where to enter next. The situation 

is imposed at all times on Taiwan, whose 

politics have no alternative other than to 

adapt. The solution is to reappropriate 

whatever theory is imposed on Taiwan and 

New Thinking, Doing and Being, Kaohsiung 
3.11 — 3.12.2009.

36 Lee T., Nakajima M. The Strategy for Asia 
(yazhou de zhilue) Luo and Yang (trans.). Taipei : 
Yuan-Liou Publishing Co, 2000 ; Ke Yigeng. 
Lee Tenghui: Taiwan’s Statesman (Taiwan 
zhengzhijia li denghui). Trans. Hsiao Pao-hui. 
Taipei : Vanguard, 2008.

37 Hwang Chun-chieh. Confucianism and Modern 
Taiwan (luxue yu xiandai Taiwan). Beijing : 
Chinese Social Science Press, 2001 ; Yu Ying-
shih. I Am Not Neo-Confucian. 2009. URL: 
http://www.wenhuacn.com/news_article.
asp?classid=20&newsid=8241, accessed on 
2010.3.26.

38 Jiang Yi-hua. Reflections on Discourses on 
National Identities in Contemporary Taiwan 
(dangqian Taiwan guojia renton lunshu zhi 
fanxing), Taiwan : A Radical Quarterly in Social 
Studies. 1998. 29. P. 163–229 ; Shih Chih-yu. 
Democracy Made in Taiwan: The “Success State” 
as a Political Theory. Lanham : Lexington, 2007.
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make it functional to its equal representa-

tion in yet another creative way39.

Disassociating Civilizations 
as a Plausible ASEAN School of IR

In premodern times, Southeast Asian 

nations used to interact with the Chinese 

courts. Their modern history witnessed 

European colonialism, followed by Japa-

nese occupation during the war. Through-

out history, migrants arrived from neigh-

boring areas, among whom the Chinese 

migrants are particularly noteworthy. 

This is because Southeast Asia has been 

the preferred destination of Chinese em-

igrants. Multiple religious traditions co-

exist in the region, several with focused 

residency, such as Catholicism in the Phil-

ippines and Buddhism in Thailand and 

Myanmar. Others are transnational, such 

as Islam. As a result, the migrant and 

postcolonial nature of Southeast nations 

breeds a style of politics unfamiliar to Eu-

ropeans or North Americans40. Disruptive 

ethnic politics broke out as early as during 

the early independent period when revolu-

tionary politics in China stirred repercus-

sions in Southeast Asia, begetting Anti-

Chinese campaigns. Chinese studies have 

arisen to tackle the identity politics since 

then, to deconstruct Chinese identities 

and disassociate the Chinese with China41.

39 Ling L.H. M., Ching-Chane Hwang, Boyu Chen. 
Subaltern Straits: ‘Exit’, ‘Voice’, and ‘Loyalty’ 
in the United States-China-Taiwan Relations // 
International Relations of the Asia-Pacific. 2010. 
10. P. 33–59.

40 Chong A. Southeast Asia: Theory between 
Modernization and Tradition // International 
Relations of the Asia-Pacific. 2007. 7: 391–425.

41 Leo S. China and the ASEAN States: The Ethnic 
Chinese Dimension. Singapore : Marshall 
Cavendish Academic, 2005 ; Wang Gungwu. 
Great China and the Chinese overseas // 
The China Quarterly. 1993. 136, special issue 

Chinese studies in Southeast Asia 

are not part of either international stud-

ies or Chinese studies until Sinicization 

becomes a faddish topic during the re-

cent rise of China42, serving as a point 

of comparison with Islamization, Euro-

peanization, or Americanization43. The 

new scholarly attention thus aroused is 

a misfortune to Chinese studies, which 

consistently attempt to establish indige-

nous Chinese identification through var-

ious nuanced distinctions between dif-

ferent Chinese groups44. For example, 

the notions of overseas Chinese, diaspor-

ic Chinese, or guest Chinese (huaqiao) 

are disputed strongly in Southeast Asian 

Chinese literature due to their Sino-cen-

tric ontology as well as the political im-

plications of their being aliens. Instead, 

it is national Chinese (huazu) or Chinese 

overseas (huaren) that confirms their in-

digeneity45.

(December). P. 926–948 ; Wang Gungwu. 
A Short History of Nanyang Chinese. Singapo-
re : Eastern Universities Press, 1959.

42 Leo S. Ethnic Chinese in Contemporary 
Indonesia. Singapore : Institute of Southeast 
Asian Studies, 2009 ; Wang Yao-chun. Entering 
the Strategic Triangle: The International Theory 
That Identifies with Taiwan (jinru zhanlue 
sanjiao: renting Taiwan de guoji zhengzhi xue). 
Taipei : Hanlu, 2005.

43 Civilizations in World Politics: Plural and 
Pluralist Perspectives / ed. Katzenstein Peter. 
London : Routledge, 2009 ; Katzenstein P. 
A World of Religions: Asia and Europe in 
American Imperium. New York : Columbia 
University Press, 2005.

44 Leo S. Understanding the Ethnic Chinese in 
Southeast Asia. Singapore : Institute of Southeast 
Asian Studies, 2007.

45 Lee S. The Malaysian Kwong Wah Newspapers’ 
View on China: Between the Chinese Overseas 
and Guest Chinese (malaixiya guang hua ribao 
de zhongguo renshi: zai huaren yu huaqiao liang 
zhong shenfen zhi jian). Taipei : The Research 
and Educational Center for China Studies and 
Cross Taiwan-Strait Relations, Department of 
Political Science, National Taiwan University, 
2009.
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Noticeable endeavor by contempo-

rary political practitioners to dissociate 

domestic civilizational complication in 

each Southeast Asian state from interna-

tional relations echoes the attempt at de-

sensitizing Chinese from China in the lit-

erature of Chinese studies. The principle 

of international relations is allegedly the 

ASEAN Way46, aimed at a mutually re-

spectful mode of interaction where in-

terventionism is not welcome. The ASE-

AN Way presumably does not attempt to 

strike any definite solution to a standing 

conflict47; rather, it seeks to manage it in a 

way that will prevent conflict from escalat-

ing. This requires national leaders to avoid 

using formal meetings where there would 

be written minutes, division of majority 

and minority, and pressure for public di-

plomacy. Instead, the ASEAN Way high-

ly regards informal meetings among lead-

ers as individual persons. No intervention 

is possible in the capacity of the ASEAN. 

European countries and the US criticize 

the ASEAN Way for being unable to cre-

ate results48. For example, refusal to resort 

to sanctions gives Myanmar junta free rein 

to violate human rights. Others call them 

the land of illiberal democracy49. Howev-

46 Acharya A. Seeking Security in the Dragon’s 
Shadow: China and Southeast Asia in the 
Emerging Asian Order. Working Paper Series 
44, Institute for Defence and Strategic Analysis 
(March). 2003.

47 Haacke J. Enhanced Interaction with Myanmar 
and the Project of a Security Community: 
Is  ASEAN Refining or  Breaking with 
Its Diplomatic and Security Culture? // 
Contemporary Southeast Asia. 2005. 27, 2. 
P. 188–216.

48 Petersson M. Myanmar in EU-ASEAN 
Relations // Asia-Europe Journal. 2006. 4, 4: 
563–581.

49 Linantud J. L. The 2004 Philippine Elections: 
Political Change in an Illiberal Democracy // 
Contemporary Southeast Asia. 2005. 27. 
P. 80–101 ; Towards Illiberal Democracy in 

er, through the ASEAN Way, communi-

cation with Myanmar authorities remains 

open and humanitarian aids can continue 

to flow. If, on the contrary, Myanmar were 

sanctioned, the ASEAN as an institution 

will become an intervening vehicle that no 

one will trust50.

In brief, the ASEAN Way connotes to 

IR scholars a kind of indigenous centrism 

that sets aside abstract values or civiliza-

tional identities. The policy implication 

is to oppose any type of intervention-

ism. Engagement is always more impor-

tant than position-taking or moral judg-

ment. Only through engagement can there 

be an international environment that en-

courages internal reform or reconcilia-

tion. Accordingly, regional stability is best 

guaranteed by informal consulting and 

personalized trust.

Retrieving Civilizations as Plausible 
Japanese School of IR

A plausible, and yet confrontational, 

proposition for the Japanese School of IR 

can be derived from the Kyoto School of 

Philosophy, whose “world history stand-

point” was once an ideological support 

for the Greater East Asian Co-prosperi-

ty Sphere (GEACS). The Japanese mil-

itary regime installed in Manchuria the 

“Princely Way and Happy Land” in 1931 

as an initiative to be emulated elsewhere in 

the GEACS. Japan invaded Asian neigh-

bors under the banner of cleansing the 

Pacific Asia / ed. D. Bell. London : Macmillan, 
1996.

50 Katanyuu R. Beyond Non-interference in 
ASEAN — the Association’s Role in Myanmar’s 
National Reconciliation and Democratization // 
Asian Survey. 2006. 46, 6. P. 825–845 ; Beeson M. 
ASEAN Plus Three and the Rise of Reactionary 
Regionalism // Contemporary Southeast Asia. 
2003. 25, 2. P. 251–268.
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white race from Asia51. What Asia was to 

become, however, was not just Asians’ 

Asia, but a universal Asia that could, abid-

ing by Nihon Shoki’s utopia, “roof all 

eight corners of the world” (Hakkō ichiu). 

In short, according to world history stand-

point, Europe was partial as Europeans 

only understood Europe while Oriental 

China was backwardly partial as well be-

cause of ignorance in European moderni-

ty52. GEACS that produced both West and 

East should be where the world is to be 

seen in its entirety. 

Japan was able to lead in the forma-

tion of a universal GEACS allegedly be-

cause Japanese people were the only chil-

dren of Goddess Amaterasu in the world 

that, unbounded by the limitation of one’s 

place, could know both sides. Manchukuo 

was the quintessential site of such imag-

ined infinity because it was the origin of 

the two major civilizations — Christiani-

ty and Confucianism. Japan’s defeat dur-

ing the WWII did not affect the contin-

ued enthusiasm toward Asianism, which 

is philosophically embedded in the Kyo-

to School philosophy. The defeat has only 

led to various reformulations of Asianism 

to defend it from prewar fiasco or a resur-

gence in imperialism53. 

The founder of the Kyoto School, 

Nishida Kitaro (1870–1945), painstak-

51 Williams D. Defending Japan’s Pacific War: 
The Kyoto School Philosophers and Post-White 
Power. London : Routledge, 2005.

52 Kōsaka M. The Standpoint of World History and 
Japan (Sekaishiteki tachiba to Nihon). Tōkyō : 
Chūō Kōronsha, Shōwa, 1943 ; Kōyama I. 
The Philosophy of World History (Sekaishi no 
tetsugaku). Tōkyō : Iwanami Shoten, 1942.

53 Pan-Asianism in Modern Japanese History: 
Colonialism, Regionalism and Borders / eds. 
S. Saaler, J. V. Koschmann. London : Routledge, 
2007 ; Globalism, Regionalism and Nationalism: 
Asia in Search of Its Role in the 21st Century / ed. 
Y. Yamamoto. Oxford : Blackwell, 1999.

ingly replied to the Hegelian challenge 

that almost all modern Japanese think-

ers must face Hegel’s appropriation of 

Asia to the land of Oriental despotism. 

In fact, they included Shiratori Kurakichi 

(1865–1942) of the rival Tokyo School, a 

strong believer of Goddess Amaterasu as 

well. Ironically, Shiratori was the best in 

retrieving civilizations to its Mongolian-

Manchurian origin54. Impressively, the at-

tempt to retrieve a common origin of all 

major civilizations was shared by the sci-

entific Tokyo School and the philosophi-

cal Kyoto School. 

As Japan faced the identity puzzle of 

whether or not Japan should be a Western 

or Eastern nation, four options were avail-

able. A number of thinkers either affirmed 

or negated both identities, in addition to 

others who chose to join one side in oppo-

sition to the other55. Many changed their 

positions during the course of their lives, 

indicating that repositioning had been 

widespread and conscious. The bottom 

line was to answer the Hegelian challenge 

by whichever way appeared to work at a 

given moment to a given thinker. Kitaro 

was able to group them all (before as well 

as after him) in his philosophy of place56, 

which he girded by an ontological thrust 

termed nothingness.

54 Tanaka St. Japan’s Orient: Rendering Pasts into 
History. Berkeley : University of California Press, 
1993.

55 Huang Chia-ning, Chih-yu Shih. No Longer 
Oriental: Self and European Characteristics 
in Japan’s Views on China (bu zai dongfang: 
riben zhongguo renshi zong de ziwoxing yu 
ouzhouxing). Taipei : The Research and 
Educational Center for China Studies and 
Cross Taiwan-Strait Relations, Department of 
Political Science, National Taiwan University, 
2009.

56 Ong G. G. Building an IR theory with 
‘Japanese Characteristics’: Nishida Kitaro and 
‘Emptiness // Millennium. 2004. 33, 1. P. 35–58.
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Presumably in the place of nothingness 

Japan was able to avoid choosing sides. Un-

like Hegelian historiography embedded in 

the dialectical teleology toward an ultimate 

unity, teaching on nothingness appealed to 

the psychological exercise of withdrawal 

from situations/places, therefore avoiding 

a choice between the seemingly contradict-

ing East and West57. It was from the place of 

nothingness that Japan was able to enter all 

seemingly differing civilizations, becoming 

absolute and yet truly universal58. The world 

history standpoint was that of nothingness 

as well as a religious Shinto way of making 

both Christianity and Confucianism ap-

pear secular since both had been grown civ-

ilizations in specific places. Nothingness 

had to be their common origin to be re-

trieved by the children of God. Practicing 

withdrawal to nothingness enables free re-

entry anywhere, therefore overcoming the 

arbitrary modernist historiography or stag-

nant Confucian harmony.

The ability to retrieve the common 

origin of all civilizations is the root of 

subsequent versions of Asianism after 

WWII. The late Takeuchi Yoshimi (1910–

1977), for example, proposed to treat 

Asia as a method of continuous self-de-

nial, through which Japan would not be 

carried away by any specific civilization-

al position, be it European, Sinologist, 

57 Nakamura Y. Nishida Kitaro (Xitian jiduolang). 
Bu Chongdao and Liu Wenzhu. Trans. Beijing : 
Sanlian, 1992.

58 Heisig, J. Philosophers of Nothingness: an 
Essay on the Kyoto School. London : Routldge, 
2001 ; Fujita M. The ‘Place’ Comes from the 
Fundamental Thinking (“changsuo” laizi 
genbenchu de sikao) // The Deconstruction 
and Reconstruction of Subjectivity: New 
Interpretations of the Japanese History of 
Thoughts (benti de jiegou chongjian: dui 
riben sixiang shi de xin quanshi) / ed. Cheng 
Zhongying. Shanghai: Shanghai Social Science 
Academy Press, 2005.

or even Greater East Asian59. Contempo-

rary Mizoguchi Yuzo60 similarly promotes 

China as a method, by which Japan learns 

how to study a different nation without 

taking any specific (i.e. Japanese, Europe-

an, or American) standpoint. Only by see-

ing China from its own historical subjec-

tivity can Japan truly belong to the world, 

which is outside of any national condition 

in general and Japan’s own in particu-

lar. Contemporary scholar Koyasu Nobu-

kuni61 reinforces this position by treating 

East Asia as a constant process of becom-

ing, but never a normative destiny to be 

reached or a physical land to be taken.

Despite the fact that the world histo-

ry standpoint once supported ruthless kill-

ings during war, it continues to inspire 

generations of Japanese thinkers on Asian-

ism62. They have endeavored to purge the 

history of Manchukuo from future Asian-

ism in their narratives, which once ac-

complished should be a sharp contrast to 

the idea of contemporary IR. The latter 

conceives of international relations as be-

tween nation-states so that ontological-

ly, nation-states come before internation-

al relations and “international relations” is 

a threat to nation-states. The world histo-

ry standpoint finds contradiction between 

nation-states in such ontology, at best sec-

59 Calichman R. Overcoming Modernity: Cultural 
Identity in Wartime Japan. New York : Columbia 
University Press, 2008 ; Takeuchi Yo., Calich-
man R. What Is Modernity? Writings of Takeuchi 
Yoshimi. New York : Columbia University Press, 
2005.

60 Yūzō M. China as Method (Hōhō to shite no 
Chūgoku). Tōkyō : Tōkyō Daigaku Shuppankai, 
1989.

61 Koyasu N. What Is It about Overcoming 
Modernity (“Kindai no chōkoku” to wa nani ka). 
Tōkyō : Seidosha, 2008.

62 Goto-Jones Ch. Political Philosophy in Japan: 
Nishida, the Kyoto School, and Co-Prosperity. 
Routledge (Leiden Series in Modern East Asia), 2005.
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ular and situational. Withdrawal into noth-

ingness enables one to find the deeper self 

where the world begins. In other words, na-

tion-states are later derivatives of the foun-

dation, retrieval of which makes the side 

choosing between nation-states a mundane 

and ephemeral issue. Last but not least, the 

hidden world history standpoint undergird-

ing contemporary Asianism has attracted a 

significant number of disciples throughout 

other East Asian communities63.

Contemporary Japanese IR scholars 

such as Akira Iriye and Hirano Kenichi-

ro64, both students of John King Fairbank 

(1907–1991) but neither disciples of the 

Kyoto School, similarly conceptualize in-

ternational relations as intercultural re-

lations in their respective careers in the 

United States and Japan. For them, the 

task of IR theorization is no longer about 

defending nation-states against the threat-

ening IR but to personalize65 or localize it, 

as Irye and Hirano have accomplished, re-

spectively66. As a result, one is able to ap-

preciate where others come from. Need-

less to say, neither would praise the Kyoto 

School’s service to the GEACS. Never-

theless, they appear likewise comfortable 

only with a mode of nation-state that traf-

fics amicably among civilizations67.

63 Chen kwang-hsing. On the Possibility of an 
East Asian Discourse (guanyu dongya lunshu de 
kenengxing). Shucheng (Book Castle) December, 
2004. P. 35–45 ; Sun Ge. The Space of Pervasive 
Subjectivities (zhuti misan de kongjian). Nanchang : 
Jiangxi Education Press, 2003.

64 Between Understanding and Misunderstanding: 
Problems and Prospects for International 
Cultural Exchanges / ed. Sugiyama Yasushi New 
York : Greenwood Press, 1990.

65 Iriye A. Cultural Internationalism and World 
Order. Baltimore : The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1997.

66 A New East Asia: Toward a Regional Community / eds. 
K. Mōri, K. Hirano. Singapore : NUS Press, 2007.

67 Shimizu K. et al. Is There a Japanese IR?: Seeking 
an Academic Bridge through Japanese History of 

Conclusion

China does not rise in static space, 

territorially, economically, or strategical-

ly. Less noticeable is that China does not 

rise in one single intellectual space. Not 

only does the alleged China rising in it-

self trigger endless debates among its ob-

servers over the meanings of China ris-

ing, but they also inspire one another into 

self-searching. In other words, the image 

of China rising generates multi-sited re-

flections everywhere, inside and outside of 

China, so to speak. Many pick up nation-

al sites as their base to engage in combina-

tion and recombination of IR theorization 

with civilizational resources that carry a 

national brand. Consciously or not, all na-

tional sites are necessarily individualized 

endeavors. Therefore, national schools of 

international relations are not unlike Chi-

na rising to the extent that no epistemo-

logical monopoly is possible.

This paper enlists sources that possibly 

support national school of international 

relations for the purpose of opening up the 

ontology of current IR theorization rooted 

in nation state, its epistemology rooted in 

rationality, and its methodology rooted in 

power calculus. The return of civilization 

to IR theorization helps one recognize 

multiple sources of international relations 

that IR has ignored, making sure that Chi-

na rising, as well as other parallel or future 

claims of such elsewhere, does not lead to 

another intellectual parochialism of pre-

vious decades. Multi-sited repercussions 

out of the image of China rising compose 

the beginning of intellectual liberation 

indeed.

International Relations. Research Series 5. Kyoto : 
Afrasian Centre for Peace and Development 
Studies, Ryukoku University, 2008.
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Синдром подъема Китая? Формирование национальных школ 
теории международных отношений в Азии

Ши Чиюй, профессор Национального Тайваньского Университета

Аннотация. Подъем Китая стал одним из ключевых вопросов изучения в теории междуна-
родных отношений. В то же время эта тенденция стимулирует изменения в структуре са-
мой, прежде западноцентричной, дисциплины. Она стимулирует рефлексию происходящих 
изменений в формирующейся китайской школе ТМО. В более широком плане становление 
китайской теории международных отношений заставляет другие азиатские страны так-
же концептуализировать свое положение в мире, для предотвращения перспективы интел-
лектуального подчинения своему растущему соседу. Такое теоретизирование опирается на 
национальные традиции осмысления международной политики (по большей части игнори-
руемые на Западе). Развитие этой тенденции способствует подлинной либерализации дис-
циплины.
Ключевые слова: теория международных отношений, национальные школы ТМО, азиат-
ские страны, конфуцианство, подъем Китая, цивилизации, Индия, Япония, Тайвань, Ко-
рея, АСЕАН.
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Drafting National Schools of International Relations in Asia
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Abstract. The rise of China is now one of the primary issues in IR literature. However, this development 
promotes also changes in the structure of the discipline itself, as it fosters self-reflection in the rapid 
expansion of the Chinese IR school. Moreover, the quest for Chinese theory of IR provokes other 
Asian countries to conceptualize their place in the world, in order not to be intellectually submerged 
by the rising neighbour. This theorizing is enlightened by the national traditions of thinking about 
international politics, largely overseen in the West. This trend promotes genuine liberalization of the 
discipline.
Key words: International Relations Theory, national schools, Asian countries, Confucianism, China 
rise, civilizations, India, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, ASEAN.
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